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The ICFAI MUN, held from 7th April to 9th April was

organized by the ICFAI Law School.

Model UN, also called MUN, is an educational exercise that

imitates the procedures of the United Nations. Students

who engage in MUN act as delegates from different

nations and participate in discussions, negotiations, and

debates on worldwide issues. This simulation provides

participants with knowledge on international relations and

diplomacy and teaches them to collaborate effectively to

produce solutions and draft resolutions. 

The ICFAI MUN sessions were a resounding success, with

professional and engaging committee sessions that kept

delegates on their toes. Every speaker had valuable

insights to share, redirecting the conversation towards the

interests of other country delegates.

The focus is on collaboration and negotiation,
fostering professionalism, and ensuring a rewarding
and enjoyable experience for all participants.

 

-Angelina, Leo, Mahitha, Vaishnavi.
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ITINERARY 
As previously stated, the event spanned over three days,
and the subsequent schedules outl ine the activit ies for
each of the days.
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World Bank

United Nations
Human Rights

Council (UNHRC)

Lok Sabha

United Nations
Security

Council(UNSC)
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AGENDA

Each committee discussed the following agendas,
and by Day 3, they had reached a consensus on
solutions to their respective issues.

1.World Bank
Macro-Economic policy framework for developing countries to
cope with a high debt to GDP.

2.United Nations Human Rights Council
The deteriorating human rights situation in Ukraine.

3.Lok Sabha
a. Improving the opportunities for sports in India with emphasis on
regulating the role of private entities.

b. Empowering youth with special emphasis on Atma Nirbhar
Bharath.

4.United Nations Security Council
Peacekeeping operations in the Sahel Region.
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On the first day of the ICFAI MUN sessions, delegates started with a

registration and briefing session in the morning, followed by an

Opening Ceremony where notable professionals and experts

delivered keynote speeches. In the evening, the focus shifted to the

GSL (General Speaker List), where delegates had the opportunity to

introduce themselves and present their country's stance on the topic

at hand. This was followed by moderated caucus sessions, where

delegates could discuss and refine their ideas in preparation for the

committee sessions to come. Overall, the first day was a productive

and engaging start to the MUN sessions.
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DAY - II

The second day of the Icfai MUN sessions

began with committee sessions in the

morning, where delegates engaged in

debates on various topics related to the

committee's mandate. The afternoon

session continued with a focus on

passing resolutions through collaboration

and negotiation, allowing delegates to

refine their ideas and work together to

achieve common goals. 

In the evening, an unmod cauc was

held, providing delegates with the

opportunity to interact and build

relationships outside of the formal

committee sessions. This was a

valuable chance for delegates to

connect and socialize, building

rapport and strengthening the sense

of community among participants.

Overall, the second day was a

productive mix of debate,

collaboration, and relationship-

building.
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DAY - III
On the third and final day of the Icfai MUN sessions, the

focus was on finalizing and presenting resolutions for voting

in the morning committee session. Delegates worked

together to refine and improve their resolutions, and then

presented them for a voting session in the afternoon. The

day culminated in an awards ceremony to recognize

outstanding contributions from participants. In the evening,

a closing ceremony was held, with final speeches and

farewell messages from organizers and delegates. This

marked the end of the productive and engaging MUN

sessions, and delegates departed with new skills,

knowledge, and relationships. Overall, the final day was a

successful conclusion to the event.
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PARTICIPANTS

1. Krishna (CSM C) 
COMMITTEE: Lok Sabha
MUN EXPERIENCE: 3 MUNs

2. Sai Vardhan(CSM C)
COMMITTEE: Lok Sabha 
MUN EXPERIENCE: 1 MUN

3. Ajay(CSE A)
COMMITTEE: UNHRC
MUN EXPERIENCE: more than 5 MUNs

4. Shekhar(ECE B)
COMMITTEE: Lok Sabha
MUN EXPERIENCE: 3 MUNs

5. Pranav(CSM C)
COMMITTEE: World bank
MUN EXPERIENCE: 2 MUNs

6. Sudhamshu(CSM C)
COMMITTEE: UNSC
MUN EXPERIENCE: 30 MUNs
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FEEDBACK 

 ICFAI had some really tough competitors coming from all over India.. it

was cool and enthralling experience to witness such mass no.of

delegates coming from all the corners.

The transportation and food was the ONLY issue which we faced, firstly

we had a very far off stop for the bus and the mess food was way

below the bar for taking up 2.2k from the delegates...

Apart from these, ICFAI MUN really helped have a large perspective on

the present situation and current affairs in the world experiencing

VARIETY delegates!

          

                                                                             -Sudhamshu(CSM C)

                                                                                               

The hospitality at ICFAI Law College did not meet our expectations as

we were expecting a lot from the organizers. However, on the contrary,

the sessions were very productive. I had a youngest delegate of 12 years

in my committee, and the whole event brought together many diverse

delegates from all over the country, as it was a PAN India MUN event.

There were no social events, and most of the delegates were

disappointed about that. The food was very disappointing, and I do not

think it is an appropriate way to treat delegates, especially on the last

day. Nevertheless, the closing ceremony was pretty awesome.

                                                                                  -Krishna(CSM C)
                                                                                                                                  


